
WRITE A PARAGRAPH ABOUT SCHOOL LIFE

My school life memories and years essay, speech and paragraph. The essay includes primary, high school and college
life memories, experiences, feelings.

When I passed the S. It is the school life that blesses with best ever friends for the rest of our life. Search
topics:my School essay writing essay on my favourite writer my school essays in english writing graduate
school essays. I learned dedication, hard work, motivation and self actualization. There my education began.
School life is but a preparation to face the challenges that the bigger school called world will offer us once we
are out of our schools. Environmental Club, Social service Group, etc. Additional classes are allotted for these
students so that they get an opportunity to clarify their doubts. I participated in football matches. What one
learns in school remains with us for the rest of our life? School life is the days period creative writing south
korea human life. The foundation of a life starts with family followed by school. Johns Secondary School,
Guwahati. We have classes from Monday to Friday unlike some schools which have classes even on
Saturdays. The essay includes primary, high school and college life memories, experiences, feelings and joys,
first day and last of school life. In my case, I remember clearly my first day at school and my last day at the
school. My school life memories and years essay, speech and paragraph. We learn to manage our time
according to the crunch situations we face. I won many shields and trophies. How was your behaviour as a
student? There was a lot of fun and education which acquire ethical principles of life. I clearly remember my
first day at school. I remember the first year love and wishes from my teachers. The good memories includes;
school life memories including primary, high school, college and university life memories. It is said that
synonym for school life is friendship. Extra-curricular activities of the school life Most of the students have
excellent knowledge in both, i. They are attending all type of activity such as sports, dance, song, speech,
fashion competition, etc. I spent first ten years of my childhood in a small and beautiful village. My
grandfather enrolled my name in the village Primary School when I was five. We gather a lot of knowledge
about the world and its scenarios. Those, who fair badly in these tests and examinations, are severely
admonished, and in some cases, their parents are called. They must do that all work at the right moment. As a
child, I learned, cooperated, got myself motivated and groomed under the best company of my best friends.
The importance of school life can never be negated. The institutions therefore other great influence upon us.
They must do that all work at the right moment. They shape our character, mold our mental attitudes days
fashion the basic principles of life. There are Matches, tournaments, cultural shows, competitions, outings,
picnics, etc. I take part in most of these activities. When I memorise my school-life, I feel that once again
became a child and experience my golden days. I remember how happy were my parent when I obtain first
position in my entire school. They have great discipline school punctuality about the school life. Providing
social service to the neighbourhood is an integral part of this attempt. The joys of school life are surely
countless. Due to the school life is but a preparation to face the challenges that the more prominent school
called world will offer us once we are out of our schools.


